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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Genetic analysis of HIV-1 is important not only for vaccine development, but also to guide treatment strategies, track the
emergence of new viral variants and ensure that diagnostic assays are
contemporary and fully optimized. However, most genotyping methods
are laborious and complex, and involve the use of multiple software
applications. Here, we describe the development of an automated genotyping system that can be easily applied to HIV-1 and other rapidly
evolving viral pathogens.
Results: The new REGA subtyping tool, developed using Java programming and PERL scripts, combines phylogenetic analyses with
bootscanning methods for the genetic subtyping of full-length and subgenomic fragments of HIV-1. When used to investigate the subtype
of previously published reference datasets that were analysed using
manual phylogenetic methods, the automated method correctly identified 97.5–100% of non-recombinant and circulating recombinant forms
of HIV-1, including 108 full-length, 108 gag and 221 env sequences
downloaded from the Los Alamos database.
Availability: The tool, which can be easily downloaded and installed
on either a UNIX or Linux-based computer system, is available at
http://www.bioafrica.net/subtypetool/html/
Contact: tulio.deoliveira@zoology.oxford.ac.uk

INTRODUCTION
A high level of commitment to AIDS research combined with
recent advances in automated sequencing have lead to the rapid
∗ To
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accumulation of large amounts of HIV-1 and microbial sequence
data. Between September 2000 and 2004 the HIV-1 database
increased from approximately 42 000 to 115 000 sequences. There
has been a similar rapid growth in both the hepatitis B (HBV) and
C (HCV) databases. Although these large datasets contain a wealth
of information needed to design effective treatment and prevention strategies, it is difficult to manipulate them using stand-alone
computer applications. Effective utilization of these databases will
depend, in large measure, on the development of high-throughput
software applications for the analysis of both nucleotide and amino
acid sequence data.
A number of software applications addressing this issue are either
available or under development. However, many of these programmes are highly specialized. In the setting of HIV-1, these
software tools include methods for the detection of drug-induced
resistance mutations (Shafer et al., 1999), the identification of
immunodominant epitopes for inclusion in an AIDS vaccine (Korber
et al., 2002) and, more recently, the development of an integrated
interface for studying adaptive evolution in the HIV-1 genome (De
Oliveira et al., 2003). Despite these efforts, determining the genetic
subtype of HIV-1, one of the most basic analyses, is often performed
manually. A rapid, accurate and reliable subtyping tool that eliminates the complexity of phylogenetic analysis, and that can be widely
applied to a variety of different datasets, would be highly beneficial.
HIV-1 strains are currently classified into three groups, group
M, N and O (Robertson et al., 2000). The HIV-1 group M is the
responsible for the majority of the HIV/AIDS infections worldwide.
The variation in the HIV-1 group M is high, up to 30% at nucleotide level, in certain regions of the envelope gene. Group M
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Table 1. The current publicly available HIV-1 subtyping tools and its methods.

Bioinformatics tools:
Methods:

RIP
Los Alamosa

HIVSeq.
Stanfordb

HIV Genotyping
NCBIc

SUDI
Los Alamosd

STARe

REGA HIV-1
Subtyping tool (this paper)

Similarity search
Amino acid matrices
Phylogenetic analysis
Bootstrap support
Bootscanning similarity
Bootscanning phylo analysis
Phylogenetic signal detection
Time for execution (1000 bp)

YES
No
No
No
YES
No
No
15 s

YES
No
No
No
No
No
No
5s

YES
No
No
No
YES
No
No
10 s

No
No
YES
No
No
No
No
5s

No
YES
No
No
No
No
No
5s

No
No
YES
YES
No
YES
YES
10 s

a

http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/RIPPER/RIP.html
http://hivdb.stanford.edu/
http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/projects/genotyping/
d
http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/SUDI/sudi.html
e
http://pgv19.virol.ucl.ac.uk/download/star_linux.tar
b
c

strains are currently classified into 9 subtypes (labelled A–D,
F–H, J and K) and 16 circulating recombinants forms (epidemic
recombinant virus with more than one subtype). A high mutation rate, combined with extensive recombination, leads to the
production of new recombinants and unclassified sequences on a
daily basis (Rambaut et al., 2004). At least four web-based tools
have been developed to assist researchers in the genetic classification of HIV-1. These include the Stanford HIV-Seq program for
assessing the impact of RT and protease resistance mutations on
phenotypic resistance (http://hivdb.Stanford.edu), the NCBI Genotyping Program (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/projects/genotyping/), the
Los Alamos Recombinant Identification Program (RIP) (http://
hivweb.lanl.gov/RIP/RIPsubmit.html) and the European-based
Subtype Analyzer Program (STAR) (http://pgv19.virol.ucl.ac.uk/
download/star_linux.tar) for the subtyping of both recombinant and
non-recombinant viruses. The first three programs utilize a similarity search tool, implemented in BLAST, to determine the genotype
of a query sequence. These ‘similarity’-based methods allow for the
identification of recombinant viruses using boot-scanning methods,
but they all require further confirmation using proper phylogenetic
methods (Rozanov et al., 2004; Gale et al., 2004). The fourth software program uses amino acid matrices to create an identification
index. This index is then used to determine the genetic subtype of
the query sample. In this report, we describe the development of an
automated testing algorithm using phylogenetic analyses, not only to
determine subtype of a query sequence and to identify inter-subtype
recombinants, but also to assess the quality of sequence alignments
used during the analysis. The tool can be easily installed on a local
computer or can be accessed on a remote server via the internet using
a web-based browser interface.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS
The subtyping algorithm consists of four sequential steps. In the initial
step, the query sequence is first compared with a full genome reference alignment constructed from 27 pure subtype sequences representing group M subtypes A–D, F–H, J and K, and then trimmed to a
uniform length (detailed information on the alignments can be found
at http://www.bioafrica.net/subtypetool/alignment.html). The alignment,
created using the profile alignment functions of Clustal W (Thompson
et al., 1994), is then used to construct a phylogenetic tree using the HKY
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evolutionary model with gamma distribution of sites as implemented in the
PAUP* software programme (Swofford). Sequences that form a tight cluster
within a known ‘pure’ subtype are considered to be non-recombinant, while
sequences that branch out between subtype clusters are considered to be
either CRFs, recombinant viruses or unclassified viral subtypes. The reliability of the clustering is assessed using 100 bootstrap replicates, considering
70% as the cut-off value. In the second step, this entire process is repeated
using a more complex reference alignment consisting of 28 previouslycharacterized full genome CRF strains, in addition to 22 full genome ‘pure’
subtype sequences. Tight clustering (again >70% of bootstrap replicates)
with a known CRF provides information on the mosaic nature of recombinant sequences, while repeat clustering with the same subtype provides
further confirmation of non-recombinant ‘pure’ strains. The user should take
care that assignment to a CRF can only be done in regions where the CRF
contains a recombination breakpoint. Sequences that do not segregate with
any of the known reference strains are given the designation ‘unclassifiable’
and are further investigated as new recombinants, or as ‘new’ subtypes. In
the third step, the query sequence is divided into small segments and a sliding
window of 400 bp is moved along the sequence in 20 bp increments. Each segment in the query sequence, and the reference alignment, is then analysed for
recombination using bootscanning methods, implemented in PAUP*. Finally,
the alignments are examined to determine whether they contain sufficient
phylogenetic signal for subtype determination using the likelihood mapping
analysis implemented in the Treepuzzle software (Strimmer and von Haeseler,
1997). Upon completion of this multi-step process, a set of PERL scripts is
used to read the program output files and produce an html report containing
information on the genotype of the query sequence and its bootstrap support,
and on the phylogenetic trees and their sequence alignments. For sequences
larger than 800 bp, the bootscanning results are provided in graphical format.
For sequences below 800 bp, information is also provided on the quality of
the alignment (the phylogenetic signal). The final output of the analysis is a
report showing details of the different phylogenetic trees (i.e. with or without
CRF reference strains), the bootstrap support for each of the trees, a graphic
image of the boot-scanning analyses and values for the phylogenetic signal
(and noise). Characteristics of the automated (REGA) tool relative to other
vailable subtyping methods is shown in Table 1. Of the two phylogeny-based
methods, REGA is the only method that incorporates both bootscanning and
signal analyses.
The main program for these analyses is written in Java and can be readily
installed on computers running on UNIX, Linux or Mac OS X operating
systems. A cgi-bin interface has also been developed to assist with the
development of web interfaces. A web-based interface supporting the free
implementation of this application is available on the BioAfrica website
http://www.bioafrica.net/subtypetool/html
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Table 2. Results of the subtyping tool

Dataset

Los Alamos
reference

Number of sequences
Method subtyped

108
Los Alamos
Manual
phylogenetic
Match with REGA HIV-1 100
subtyping tool (%)
Genetic region
Complete genome
∼
Size (bp)
=10.000

Los Alamos
reference

Los Alamos
reference

Los Alamos
reference

Snoeck et al. Gordon et al. CATCH 2004 Portugal blood
(1999)
(2004)
bank 2003

108
Los Alamos
Manual
phylogenetic
100

108
Los Alamos
Manual
phylogenetic
100

221
Los Alamos
Manual
Phylogenetic
99

48
78
2040
Manual
Manual
Manual
phylogenetic phylogenetic phylogenetic
98

100

GAG
∼
=2.400

POL
∼
=1.400

ENV
∼
=2.550

POL
∼
=1.200

ENV
∼
=600

1591
HIVSeq.Stanford/
BLAST

97.5

92.8

POL
∼
=1.200

POL
∼
=1.300

TESTING AND VALIDATION

DISCUSSION

As with all new methods, software programmes must be thoroughly
validated against well-established ‘gold standards’. As described
in Table 2, a total of 4302 sequences were used in the test process. These sequences represent reference subtype sequences stored
in the HIV Los Alamos Sequence Database (Korber et al., 2002),
including both published and unpublished sequences. The reference datasets analysed in this study included 403 well-characterized
group M subtypes and 142 circulating inter-subtype recombinant
(CRF14_BG, etc) virus sequences from the Los Alamos HIV database, a set of pol sequences from Belgium (Snoeck et al., 2002),
an African env dataset from KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa (Gordon
et al., 2003) and two very large pol datasets, one from the Europewide drug resistance CATCH study with retrospectively collected
pol sequences from therapy-naïve recently and chronically infected patients in the period 1996–2002 (Wensing et al., 2005) and
the other from Portugal (Camacho et al., personal communication).
The recent dramatic increase in pol sequences is due to the growing
demand for resistance genotyping to help guide treatment programmes. Table 2 shows the high level of agreement with other
methods (92.8–100%), the highest agreement being with manual
phylogenetic analyses. The availability of an automated subtyping
tool will further enhance the evaluation of pol as a region for HIV-1
subtype classification, and will help in obtaining information that is
epidemiologically and geographically relevant to the global AIDS
pandemic.
As shown in Table 2, the REGA subtyping tool is fully concordant with the phylogenetic analysis of full-length and gag sequences
from the Los Alamos databank, including both ‘pure’ -subtype, and
CRF sequences. Complete (100%) concordance was also observed
between the REGA subtyping results and previously-determined
subtype classifications for env sequences from South Africa. This
high level of performance, across a spectrum of different HIV-1 group
M subtypes and CRFs and across full-length gag and env sequences,
suggests that the new REGA subtyping tool will be applicable to
wide range of different databases. Overall, for both ‘pure’ subtypes
and known CRFs, our subtyping results matched the published data
for >95% of sequences when compared with manual phylogenetic
analysis. The highest level of disagreement was between the BLASTbased Stanford HIVSeq and the phylogeny-based REGA subtyping
tools, with 7.2% of 1591 pol sequences giving discrepant subtype
results.

The most robust way of assigning a subtype to an unknown sequence
is by using phylogenetic analysis. Our tool is the first one of its
kind to incorporate both phylogenetic and bootscanning methods in
an automated process. We, therefore predict that this tool will be
more reliable and accurate than tools that rely on similarity methodologies to define the subtype of an HIV-1 sequence. A significant
difficulty with all automated (similarity and phylogenetic) tools is
that current subtyping methods are not well defined. The inclusion
of large numbers of recombinant sequences has largely invalidated
the historically defined HIV-1 subtyping systems that are used today
(Rambaut et al., 2004). Our automated subtyping tool overcomes
many of these difficulties, and it is designed to accept different HIV1 datasets, including gag, pol and env subgenomic sequences. The
same approach, used to develop the HIV-1 interface, can be easily
extended to the analysis of other organisms that can be sub-classified
based on their genetic diversity. Subtyping is particularly important
when it leads to the identification of organisms that are refractory to
current treatment strategies, or that have increased transmissibility
and virulence. We are currently developing subtyping interfaces for
HCV, HBV and HHV8. In the future, we plan to develop and introduce additional microbial genotyping programs to the automated
REGA subtyping tool, based on reference alignments constructed
by experts and on the classification system of the International Committee of Virus Taxonomy. The REGA tool is designed to use profile
alignment, phylogenetic inference and boot-scanning methods in a
UNIX or Linux based computer system. These computer systems
increase the speed and stability of the phylogenetic analysis process. For example, a sequence of 1000 bp is subtyped in ∼40 s
using automated subtyping, whereas the same analysis takes at least
5 min on a stand-alone system. Batch sequence submissions are also
available, allowing the subtyping of large numbers of sequences at
any one time. Interfaces are freely available for remote web access
and are simple and easy to use. In summary, the availability of the
REGA subtyping tool will greatly facilitate the process of genotyping sequences from HIV-1 and other organisms, especially from
large databases, and in settings where phylogenetic expertize is
limited.
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